HAYMOZ
facts
MATERIALS
100% limestone
Oak or walnut veneer
(30mm thick)
PRODUCTION
Crafted by hand in
Stockholm, Sweden

New Swedish furniture brand HAYMOZ
launches the H01 COFFEE TABLE. A sculptural piece in limestone and oak.
Made of sheer limestone resting on an oak stand. The H01 coffee table is
stable and solid, with sharp edges but yet with a lightness and an ease to
it. It’s the perfect place to put your coffee cup, your feet up and arrange
your favorite books and reads. The coffee table is designed and produced in
Sweden with a focus on craftsmanship and sustainability – made to last for
a lifetime or longer. Available for online order from October 9th 2020.

L 120 W 60 H 40

What started as a personal reflection about mindful living and an interest
in furnitures that could out stand trends and be durable enough both in its
esthetics and composition, lead to a full scale production. The new Swedish
furniture brand HAYMOZ, design objects made to last for a lifetime, in quality
and sense of style.

Available for online
purchase at
www.haymoz.se

The H01 coffee table is designed by Rebecka Haymoz to complement the living
room and enhance the feeling of raw nature at home, but at the same time
the piece is exuding enough to truly strand on its own, like a sculpture, in its
own right.

DIMENSIONS (cm)

Price from 7900 SEK
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”Stripped down to the bare essentials and cut to the core, leaving these two
materials playing the lead role without the distraction of hardware or other
fittings. No tools, no screws, no visual noise. There’s nothing hidden, only the
true essence of two materials merged into unity. The solid base counterbalance the heavy chunk of limestone, that despite its weight appears to be resting
almost effortlessly.” says Rebecka Haymoz, designer and founder at HAYMOZ.

HAYMOZ is a furniture brand founded by Swedish interior architect Rebecka
Haymoz. Rebecka combines furniture design with interior work for public
spaces and private homes. HAYMOZ is all about timeless design, everyday life
and finding the perfect combinations in materials, proportions and shape, with
nature in mind. First products are launching in the fall of 2020.

